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« second-order equation problem )) for degenerate
is
solved. Using techniques of global presymplectic
Lagrangian systems
we
find
that, typically, solutions of « consistent » Lagrangian
geometry
of
motion
are not globally second-order equations. For a broad
equations
class of Lagrangians, which we term « admissible n, we characterize as
well as prove the existence of certain submanifolds of velocity phasespace
along which the Lagrange equations are second-order. Furthermore, we
provide an explicit construction of both these submanifolds and their
associated second-order equation solutions of the Lagrange equations.

ABSTRACT.

-

The

I. INTRODUCTION

previous papers [1-4], we have investigated the global presymplectic
geometry of Lagrangian systems. A constraint algorithm was developed
which enables us to define and solve « consistent )) Lagrangian equations
of motion in the degenerate case. In the present communication, we examine
an important global aspect of the solutions of these equations, the « secondorder equation problem o.
In
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The consistent Lagrange equations that follow from the constraint algorithm are typically a set of coupledfirst-order differential equations a
feature characteristic of theories which are described mathematically by
presymplectic geometries. Variational as well as physical considerations
demand, however, that the Lagrange equations be a set of coupled second
order differential equations [5]. Geometrically, this reflects to some extent
the fact that the fundamental mathematical object in the Lagrangian formulation velocity phasespace is a tangent bundle.
It is therefore important to find the conditions under which the first-order
Lagrange equations that follow from the constraint algorithm are equivalent to a set of second-order differential equations. This question was
first raised by Kunzle [6], who discussed degenerate homogeneous Lagrangian systems. He developed an algorithm which in principle constructs a
submanifold of velocity phasespace such that all solutions of the Lagrange
equations are second-order when restricted to this submanifold. Unfortunately, Kunzle was unable to show that his algorithm does in fact terminate,
except under very restrictive conditions.
Here, in contrast to Kunzle, Lagrangian systems are considered from the
point of view of the inhomogeneous formalism. This has the virtue of
greatly simplifying the pr oblem, for now a second-order equation can be
described by a single vectorfield rather than by a two-dimensional distribution.
The second-order equation problem is nontrivial, for there exist Lagrangians which give rise to consistent equations of motion which are nowhere
second-order [7]. Typically, it appears that the Lagrange equations will be
second-order globally iff the Lagrangian is regular (cf. § III). Furthermore,
specific results can be obtained only when the Lagrangian is « admissible »,
in which case it will presently be shown that there exist certain submanifolds
of velocity phasespace along which the Lagrange equations are second-order.
This « Second-Order Equation Theorem », the proof of which contains an
explicit construction of both the above mentioned submanifolds and their
associated second-order equation solutions, constitutes the main result of
this paper.
Section II provides a concise introduction to the almost tangent structure
canonically associated to velocity phases pace and its exterior calculus ; its
application to Lagrangian systems [8] is briefly outlined. Also included here
is a short summary of the methods by which one defines and solves consistent
Lagrangian equations of motion in the degenerate case. In the third section,
we discuss the second-order equation requirement and formally state the
Second-Order Equation Theorem. The proof of this theorem is in two steps :
local existence and uniqueness in § IV and global existence, uniqueness and
classification in the last section. In general, we try to keep our notation and
terminology consistent with that of reference [1].
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II ALMOST TANGENT STRUCTURE
AND THE PRESYMPLECTIC GEOMETRY
OF LAGRANGIAN DYNAMICS [1-4, 9, 10, 12]

distinguished closed
this form have
that
nondegenerate 2-form. If we relax the requirement
shown
We
have
maximal rank the manifold is presymplectic.
[7]that the
and
in
sufficient
is
by itself
presymplectic geometry of Lagrangian systems
for
to define a canonical formalism
Lagrangian dynamics. Consequently,
one need not resort to the Hamiltonian formulation in order to « cast the
theory into canonical form )), or even to quantize the theory. This generality
is not illusory, as there exist well-behaved Lagrangian systems whose Hamiltonian counterparts are highly singular or even nonexistent (cf. [1]).
We begin by developing just enough of the theory of vector-valued differential forms to enable us to put a presymplectic structure on velocity
phasespace. The basis of this approach to Lagrangian mechanics is Klein’s
concept of « almost tangent geometry )) [9, 10]. This formalism possesses
numerous technical advantages over the more standard methods relying
upon the fiber derivative (cf. [7]); furthermore, almost tangent geometry
provides a natural framework in which interesting generalizations of
Lagrangian dynamics may be developed [77]. We first establish some
notation.
If Q is a manifold, we denote by TQ both the tangent bundle of Q and
the space of all smooth vectorfields on Q. The bundle projection is
and is
’rQ : TQ ~ Q. The prolongation of ’rQ to T(TQ) is denoted
such that the following diagram commutes :
A manifold is said to be

symplectic

if it carries

a

The vertical bundle

V(TQ) is the sub bundle of T(TQ) defined by

If

on

(U; qt)

is

a

chart

for wETQ is said to be

Q, the chart
a

natural bundle chart.

t;’)

on

TQ defined by
denotes the natural

T*Q-~[R. Natural bundle charts of the form (T(TU);
on
qi, v~, qi, vi) T(TQ) are defined similarly.
Let 03BEy denote the vertical lift TxQ ~ Vy(TQ), that is, for x zQ(y)

pairing TQ

x

=
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Using this,
for all

z E

one can

Ty(TQ).

define

a

map

We thus obtain

Jy : Ty(TQ) Ty(TQ) by
a

linear

endomorphism

such that J2 - 0 and ker J
Im J
V(TQ). The vector-valued 1-form
J is called the almost tangent structure naturally associated to
TQ. In a natural
bundle chart on T(TQ), the action of J is
=

Define the adjoint J* of J
algebra A(TQ) given by

=

to be the

linear

endomorphism of the exterior

where f E C°°(TQ), oc E T*(TQ) and X E T(TQ). J* is then defined on A(TQ)
by homomorphic extension. Define the interior product of J with ap-form 03B2 by

where Xl,
Xp E T(TQ), and0 set
the vertical derivative dJ is
’

...,

iJ, f ’ :

=

0 for any

functionf Finally,

It is apparent that d and dJ anticommute, and furthermore that d’J
0.
Also, from (2.1) and the definition of iJ one has that dJf
and consequently iJdJf 0.
Physically, Q represents the configuration space of a physical system,
while TQ is its velocity phasespace. The almost tangent geometry of TQ,
in and by itself, is not enough to define a presymplectic structure. However,
if we distinguish a Lagrangian L : TQ -+ [R, then J determines a preferred
presymplectic form
==

=

=

In

a

natural bundle chart

(2. 3) becomes simply

By construction and (2.2), J is Hamiltonian for H,

i. e.,
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Lagrangian L is said to be regular iff Q is nondegenerate; otherwise L
degenerate or irregular. In more familiar terms, (2.4) shows that Q is

The
is

nondegenerate iff

the

velocity Hessian

2014:2014J o f L is

invertible. The

triple (TQ, L, Q) is said to be a Lagrangian system.
In order to geometrize the equations of motion we need to define yet one
other object, the Liouville vectorfield V, characterized as follows :
0. We call the function
Note that V is vertical, that is, JV
TQ -~ IR
action
the
defined by
of
f.
V [ f ], fox f~C~(TQ),
Return now to the Lagrangian system (TQ, L, Q). If AL is the action of L,
then the energy E of L is simply AL - L. The almost tangent structure
intertwines E and Q according to
=

=

and, in these terms, the Lagrangian equations of motion
In

a

natural bundle chart,

are

(2.4) gives for (2 . 7)

where X
+
In the regular case, Q is symplectic so that equations (2.7) possess a
unique solution X whose integral curves are the dynamical trajectories of
the system in velocity phasespace. The assumption of regularity is, however,
too restrictive (e. g., the Maxwell and Einstein systems). The major implication of the degeneracy of the Lagrangian is that Q will now be merely
presymplectic (i. e., Q is no longer of maximal rank). Consequently, the
equations of motion (2. 7) as they stand need not be consistent and will not
in general possess globally defined solutions (and, typically, even if solutions
exist they will not be unique).
We have developed a geometric constraint algorithm [7-~, 12] which
gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the solvability of (( consistent))
Lagrangian equations of motion. Specifically, the algorithm finds whether
or not there exists a submanifold P of TQ along which the equations (2.7)
hold ; if such a submanifold exists, then the algorithm gives a constructiue
method for finding it. This is accomplished as follows : the algorithm generates a sequence of submanifolds
=
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defined

by :

where

with the obvious notational shorthand. The constraint algorithm must
terminate with some final constraint submanifold P = PK, 1 ~ K
oo . If
4&#x3E;, then on P one has completely consistent equations of motion of the
form
and furthermore one is assured that at least one solution X E TP of these
equations exists. The solutions of (2.9) are not necessarily unique, however,
being determined only up to vectofields in ker Q n TP. The final constraint
submanifold P is maximal in the sense that if N is any other submanifold
along which the equations (2.7) are satisfied (with solutions tangent to N),
then N c P. The triple (TQ, Q, P) is called a Lagrangian canonical system.
III. THE SECOND-ORDER
We have shown

[5] that

the

EQUATION THEOREM [2-4]

equations

of motion

associated to a presymplectic Lagrangian system (TQ, L, Q) will follow
from a variational principle iff the second-order equation condition

is satisfied. In a natural bundle chart
that X must have the form

coefficients bi. In
equation iff

for

"

some

"

more

for

TQ, (3.2) implies

familiar terms, X will be

a

second-order

When (TQ, L, Q) is regular, the unique solution X of (3.1) is automatically a second-order equation. Indeed, applying iJ to (3 .1) and utilizing (2.6),
one

has

In view of (2.5) and the

identity

ando the

of Q

nondegeneracy

iX] = - iJX, this becomes

implies the desired
o

result

(3.2). Alternatively,
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could derive this result from the first of equations
singularity of the matrix
As a concrete example, consider the kinetic-energy
one

where m

E

TQ and ~ , ~

is

a

Riemannian metric

on

(2.8)

and the

non-

Lagrangian

Q. The solution

of the Lagrange equations is not only a second-order equation, but is in
fact a spray (i. e., the coefficients bi in (3 . 3) are quadratic in the velocities vi).
The second-order Lagrange equations in this case are the geodesic equations
for the metric ( , )~.
If L is irregular, then (3 . 2) need not follow. Furthermore, even if consistent
Lagrangian equations of motion

be defined on some final constraint submamtold P, the constraint
is not sufficient to assure that the solutions of (3.5) will satisfy
the second-order equation condition.
The problem, then, is to find simultaneous solutions of equations (3.5)
and (3 . 2) ; generically, such solutions if they exist will be defined only
along some submanifold of P. Hence, one searches for a submanifold S
0 and
of P and a smooth vectorfield X E TS such that
canonical
for
a
0.
completely general
Unfortunately,
(JX system (TQ, Q, P), S and X need not exist, and even if they do they will not
necessarily be unique.
The additional structure required to ehsure the existence of at least one
such submanifold S and smooth solution X is that of « admissibility » [13].
A Lagrangian system (TQ, L, Q) is admissible provided the leaf space .2 of
the foliation D of TQ generated by the involutive distribution
D :
ker Q n V(TQ) admits a manifold structure such that the canonical
submersion
projection’ :
Let P be the final constraint sub manifold associated to the Lagrangian
system (TQ, L, Q) by the algorithm, and assume that P is imbedded in TQ.
If (TQ, L, Q) is admissible, then so is the canonical system (TQ, Q, P) in
the following sense :
can

algorithm

dE)I S

V)S

=

=

=

PROPOSITION 1. D restricts to an involutive distribution in TP so that
is a mani~p : = ~ P foliates P. Furthermore, the leaf space J~p :
is a submersion.
fold imbedded in J~ and the induced projection ~p : P 2014~
=

First, show that
submanifolds Pl. Of course, D ~
The constraint submanifold

.Proof.

-
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suppose that

is characterized

by

on

the constraint

the

TP~.
vanishing

of
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functions of the
is tangent to
Lie derivative,

form 03C6

=

Z E TPt. Thus, a vectorfield Y E D
0 for all such ~. Now, if £ denotes the

iZdE, where

iff

=

Since Y E D, Y is vertical. Consequently,
such that JW
Y. Then, by (2. 6),

locally there exists

a

vectorfield W

=

But V is

vertical,

However, JW
vanishes.

by

=

Letting

so

locally V

=

JW’ for

some

vectorfield W.

By (2. 5),

Y E D c ker D, and hence the second term in
W E TPl be arbitrary, one has along P~

(3.6)

the

assumptions on Y, Z and W. Consequently, [V, Z]
E TPt, so
which implies that D
that [V, Z]
=
0,
Thus, D | P gives rise to a foliation !Øp of P. The leaf space 2 p of !Øp can
be identified with the image of P under the map (p : = (
where / is the
imbedding P -~ TQ. Consequently, 2p inherits a submanifold structure
from 2 such that (p is a submersion and / : 2 p -~ J~ is an imbedding. 0
The main result, the Second-Order Equation
can be stated as
=

follows :
THEOREM. Let (TQ, L, Q) be an admissible Lagrangian system with
final constraint submanifold P imbedded in TQ. Then there exists at least
one submanifold S of P and a unique (for fixed S) smooth vectorfield X E TS
which simultaneously satisfies

and
V
Every such submanifold S is diffeomorphic to
If (TQ, L, D) is regular, then it is trivially admissible, and the theorem
reduces to the result derived above that the unique solution of (3.1) is a
second-order equation everywhere, i. e., S = TQ.
In the degenerate case, it is worth noting that the submanifold S whose
existence is guaranteed by the above theorem is strictly a submanifold of P.
Further more, there will usually exist many such submanifolds, the collection
Annales de l’lnstitut Henri Poincare - Section A
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of which is

parameterized by a certain quotient of the kernel of the presymplectic
(§ V).
The Second-Order Equation Theorem is simply to be regarded as an
existence theorem. In certain instances regardless of whether or not
(TQ, L, Q) is admissible there may exist submanifolds with the desired
properties which are « arbitrarily large », perhaps even comprising all of
the final constraint submanifold P itself [7~]. Thus, no attempt is made to
assert that the submanifolds whose existence is assured by the theorem are
structure Q

maximal » [16].
The proof of the theorem will be broken into two major parts. Section IV
consists of ultra-local arguments to the effect that there is a unique point
in each leaf of !Øp at which every « reasonable » solution X of (3.5) also
satisfies (3 . 2). In § V it is shown that these points actually define a submanifold of P diffeomorphic to
and that there exists a unique second-order
equation solution of the Lagrange equations tangent to this submanifold.
«

IV. LOCAL EXISTENCE AND

UNIQUENESS

Let (TQ, Q, P) be an admissible Lagrangian canonical system, and
suppose that X E TP is a solution of (3. 5). The problem is to characterize
the subset of P on which X, subject to certain regularity conditions, is

algebraically a second-order equation.
Since (TQ, L, Q) is admissible and ( D I dE ~ - 0, the techniques of
reference r4] enable one to conclude that there exists a unique presymplectic
Q and (*È
E.
Q, dE) on the leaf space G such that
system
The connection between the dynamics on TQ and that on G is given by
the following version of the Equivalence Theorem [1, 17] :
Lemma. There exists at least one solution X of the reduced Lagrange
equations
=

vectorfield X E T~’ -1
solves (3 . 5) and T(X) is

Any

~X }

=

will then solve (3 . 5). Conversely, if X E TP
solves (4.1). O
well-defined, then T((X) E
A vectorfield X is prolongable if it projects to 2, i. e., T((X) is welldefined. The above lemma suffices to show that prolongable solutions
of (3 . 5) always exist when
is admissible : indeed, if
solves (4.1), then any vectorfield
is a prolongable solution of (3.5). Moreover, we say that X is semi-prolongable if it is prolongable modulo V(TQ).
For any vectorfield Y, define the deficiency vectorfield Wy of Y to be
Wy : JY - V. Evidently, Wy measures the failure of Y to be a secondorder equation. One has the following important facts :
=
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Part i) follows immediately from (2.6) and the definition ofWy.
For ii), Wy E (ker
by i) and the assumption on Y, and Wy is clearly
vertical. Thus, Wy E (ker Q n
V

IP

V(TQ))I P.

The following result solves the ultra-local existence
order equation solutions of the Lagrange equations :

PROPOSITION 3.

problem for second-

Let (TQ.L.Q) be admissible, and let X ~ TP be a
semi-prolongable solution of the equations (3 . 5). Then there exists a unique
point in each leaf of 2Øp at which X is a second-order equation [18].
Proof. Let m E P, and denote by Dm the leaf of fØp through m. We claim
that nx :
TzQ(X(m)) is the required point. It is necessary to show that
(a) nx does not depend upon the choice
(b) nX ~ Dm; and (c) that X
is a second-order equation at nx.
Since X is semi-prolongable, it can be decomposed X
Y + Z, where
Y is prolongable and Z is vertical. Since D is vertical, there exists a map
p : T~f 2014~ TQ such that the following diagram commutes
-

=

=

Consequently,
p 0 T~(Y(m)). But T~(Y{m)) is
insensitive to the choice of m E ~, and thus so is TzQ(X(m)).
To prove (b), consider the vertical integral curves of - Wx. By Proposition 2, so that these trajectories are contained in the leaves
of
In a natural bundle chart, one has
=

=

WX ~ D |P

and

so

the

Note that,

starting

equation determining the integral curves of
by (a), the functions ~x
(qo, vo) is thus

at m

are

constant

on

-

Wx is

~. The integral

curve

=

oo,

vI(~)

~

~,

for all 6, and

so

that nx is a limit
is closed (as ’p is

point of the line ~(o-). But
continuous) ; consequently

0. Furthermore,
Finally, X is a second-order equation at nX, for
it is clear from (4.2) that X is a second-order equation only at
=
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semi-prolongable solutions X, Y of (3 . 5) are said to be J-equivalent
provided J(X - Y) 0. This defines an equivalence relation, and J-equivalence classes of vectorfields X are denoted by [X]. It follows that if X,
Y E [X], then Wx
Wy, so that nx depends only upon [X] (and will
Two

=

=

henceforth be denoted

n[X~).

V. GLOBAL EXISTENCE,
CLASSIFICATION AND UNIQUENESS
Let X be a semi-prolongable solution of the Lagrange equations, and let
denote the union of all the points n[X], one for each leaf of ~p. The
set

S[X] depends only

Given X

upon

[X],

one

has

[X].

~ P
defined by
injection o:[X] :
to
does not
where, according
Proposition 3,
a[X](m)
depend upon the choice of m E ~P 1 ~ ~ }. A calculation in charts suffices
to show that
is the image of GP under
is non-singular, and since
of
P
a
to
is
submanifold
diffeomorphic
o:[X]’
Each J-equivalence class [X] of solutions of the Lagrange equations defines
a unique S[X] : if [X] 5~ [Y], then S[X] ~
by Proposition 3. The solutions of (3 . 5) are unique up to vectorfields in (ker Q n TP) ; thus, the set of
all submanifolds
is parameterized by the quotient (ker Q n TP)jV(TQ).
For a fixed semi-prolongable solution X of the Lagrange equations,
Proposition 3 and the above results guarantee the existence of a submanifold
of P along which X algebraically satisfies both (3.1) and (3.2).
Unfortunately, X need not be a second-order equation in a differential sense,
that is, XS[x] ~
necessarily. Physically, of course, one is interested
in precisely those solutions X for which X is tangent to
Thus in global terms, one must search for vectorfields X E [X] such that

E

a

C°°

=

and

simultaneously satisfied, with X E TS[x].
Now, fix a prolongable solution X of (3.5), and let X T’(X). By the
The desired result follows
Lemma of § IV, X satisfies (4.1) and X E
are

=

from
PROPOSITION 4. 2014 The vectorfield
satisfies (5.1) and (5.2).
Vol. XXXII, nO 1 -1980.
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-

Clearly,

hence

E

the Lemma of the last section. Furthermore,
T(
E
and hence is vertical. Thus
that X -

by

=

so

0

D|P

by the definition of
Not every solution
of (5.1) need be a second-order
One has, however, the following uniqueness theorem :

equation

on

PROPOSITION 5.

-

There exists
and (5

simultaneously satisfies (5.1)

This concludes the

proof

a unique vectorfield
. 2).

of the Second-Order

Y

Equation

E

which

Theorem.
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